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Group Profile

Company Profile

Karvy Comtrade Limited (KCTL), a prestigious venture by Karvy group, is an ISO 9001:2008 and ISO
27001:2013 certified company
KCTL is the leading corporate commodity broking company in the country having its presence spread
across 400+ locations in India
With the motive of preserving & facilitating clients to take informed decisions, we strive hard to serve
our clients in lines with our group slogan of “Keep Growing”
With world class, award winning research, we provide the unmatched research supports to our
clients
With modern age technology, we provide a user friendly trading platform, along with convenient
option of mobile trading
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Diamond Market - Snapshot
Global supply of rough diamonds is expected to grow at a CAGR of 3%, which would grow at a slower pace
thereafter due to scant supply and complex mining activity
Demand for diamond jewellery is expected to grow at a CAGR of 4% for the next five years and would gradually
increase going forward in 2022
Slower supply increase compared to demand would result supply shortage in the coming decades
Unlike other commodities, diamond remains one of the best alternatives for investors, which would help in
portfolio diversification as well as wealth creation
Diamond prices are likely to witness a positive momentum and beat inflation in the long run
It normally takes 1 billion to 3.3 billion years (25% to 75% of the age of the Earth) to form a DIAMOND.
If you GIFT a Diamond, you are gifting something which has taken Mother Earth more than 1 Billion years to
make, and this gift can’t be destroyed and hence your legacy can be passed on generations after generations!
ICEX is the only exchange in the world to offer Diamond Derivatives
India constitutes ~94% of the global diamond business.

Diamond Supply Demand
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Diamonds Trading Benefits for Investors
Smooth and convenient entry to buy diamonds and exit to sell diamond .
Staggered buying with delivery in electronic platform.
Trade and take delivery with as low as Rs. 3500 per unit approx.
Auspicious Diamond of high quality without black spot.
Investors have option to take physical delivery, wear it and re-sell on ICEX when s/he wants to exit
If investor wants to resell the diamond from EDCM, there will be no charges*
If investor takes delivery and resell even without tampering the seal then re-certification charges
are to be borne by investor

* Conditions Apply

Diamond Certificate

No Brown, Green, Milky
No Black of Dark Inclusion

Advantage of trading in ICEX
Regulated market place under the regulation of SEBI
Credible Promoters
Public sector : MMTC, Indian Potash & Kribhco,
Private Sector: IDFC Bank, Reliance Capital & India bulls.
Experienced professional management
World’s First derivative exchange to trade on Certified Diamond.
Buyers are assured of quality. Stones are graded by IIDGR - DeBeers subsidiary a company of repute
Diamond Stone is stored by Malca Amit
Buy diamond of sizes in ONE CARAT, 50 Pointer & 30 Pointer in unit of 1 cent
On exchange delivery takes place in electronic form
Ease of buying, holding and selling of the electronic units
Smooth way to Buy/ Sell Certified Diamond as investment (it is an Asset listed and traded at exchange)

Advantage of trading in ICEX (Contd..)
Accumulate unit equivalent to size of physical stone and convert into physical
Convenience of receiving delivery at doorstep of client
ICEX diamond price reflects wholesale market price which is up to 30% less than the retail Market
Suitable for even small investors as one can buy in small lot as staggered investment under staggered
investment planning
Price of one unit of 1 carat is as low as Rs.3200 and of 50 cents is as low as Rs.1500

Diamond Derivatives

ICEX Diamond Futures

Diamond 1CT
1 Carat = 100 cents

Diamond 0.5CT
0.5 Carat = 50 cents

Diamond 0.3CT
0.3 Carat = 30 cents
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Diamond Trading - KCTL
Initiated buy position in desired denominations i.e., 1 Carat, 0.5 Carat & 0.3 Carat
Pay an amount of diamond of desired quantity
Expiry date of the Diamond 1 CT (May Futures) is on 5th May. In general, expiry date is on 5th of every month, in case 5th
is a holiday, the preceding trading day will be expiry date of the Diamond futures contract
Staggered period will commence from 1st of every month of expiry and the investor needs to pay the delivery margin
for the open positions
After expiry, the diamond will be delivered to the investors EDCM account of ICEX in the form of electronic diamonds
The investor can convert electronic diamonds to physical diamonds at expiry
Account opening charges – Rs. 200 (for new clients) through cheque/DD in favour of Karvy Comtrade Ltd.
Existing clients having trading account in KCTL for MCX/NCDEX need to give undertaking for trading in ICEX
Brokerage charges – Rs. 30
Clients will get Electronic Debit & Credit Module (EDCM) login credentials to check diamond holdings in their account
Delivery: Diamond delivery takes place in Surat and delivery to other cities will be done with additional cost towards
courier and insurance charges

Contact Us: 1800 425 1900 / 040-33216533
Mail Us: kctl.delivery@karvy.com
Visit Us: www.karvycommodities.com

